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Abstract
Anthropogenic ocean noise has increased substantially over the last fifty years
and is a significant component of marine pollution. A prominent and increasing
noise pollutant in the ocean is that from shipping traffic. The contribution of
vessel noise to the ocean noise budget is of concern because the majority of
marine species use sound in the ocean to understand and exploit their
surroundings. International guidelines have been set which aim to reduce the
contribution of shipping noise to overall ambient noise levels in the 10-300Hz
range by 3 dB in 10 years and 10dB over 30 years relative to current levels.

Addressing noise level at the individual vessel rather than ocean levels makes it
possible to identify the vessels that contribute the greatest amount of noise to
the ocean. The nosiest ships identified can then be focused on for quietening in
order to reduce overall ocean noise.

This project addressed individual vessel source levels in critical whale habitat in
British Columbia, Canada. By utilising passive acoustic monitoring data and an
open-source automatic identification system (AIS) database, the received level
of ten individual ships was measured and associated source levels calculated
across the broad 112-3548 Hz bandwidth. These vessels covered a range of
vessel classes from tugs and fishing boats to container ships and oil/chemical
product tankers. Vessel presence caused a significant rise above background
level in frequency bands that are important for a variety of species that include
southern resident killer whales, humpback whales as well as local fish species
including salmon and rockfish.

As an ocean pollutant, vessel noise is one that can be readily and easily
reversed. This work shows a practical and economical way to evaluate the
noise contribution of individual vessels travelling though heavily trafficked
shipping lanes. The project suggests ways this can be adapted and improved in
the future for greater coverage of ocean going ships and lead to a decrease in
vessel propagated ocean noise pollution.
Word Count: 12,681
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1.0 Introduction
The ocean has always been a naturally noisy place with the crashing of waves,
cracking of ice and underwater earthquakes. However, these levels of natural
noise have been surpassed in the last 50 years (Malakoff, 2010) as
industrialisation and expanding populations have led to increased shipping
traffic for cargo freight, natural resource transport and recreational activities.
This is in addition to seismic activity and sonar from anthropogenic ocean
exploration and research. Similarly during this time vessel density on the water
has increased as well as the gross tonnage and speed of vessels (Pirotta et. al.,
2012). This had led to significant interest and concern surrounding the effect
that these increases in vessel traffic and associated noise will have on marine
species, especially as the ocean becomes more heavily trafficked. Alongside
this, in recent years there has been a shift to look not only at the impact these
sounds have but also at the noise levels produced and the vessels themselves.

1.1 Research focus

The oceans are never going to be silent but as populations continue to grow,
generating an increased demand for commodities requiring bigger ships and
expansion into new shipping routes, it is not going to decrease of its own accord
(Wright, 2008; Siyu, 2011). Looking at the source levels (SL) of individual
vessels enables researchers to go straight to the cause and find out which
vessels are causing the greatest disturbance to the ocean environment at a
really acute level. Measuring changes at the individual vessel level gives a more
feasible and financially viable option than one of complete fleet or vessel class
overhaul. This project will utilise Automatic Identification System (AIS) ship
tracking data and passive acoustic monitoring (PAM) recordings to identify the
SL of individual ships through a shipping channel in British Columbia, Canada.
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1.2 Relevance of study
1.2.1 Ocean noise policy

The International Maritime Organisation (IMO) added “Noise from commercial
shipping and its adverse impact on marine life” to its Marine Environment
Protection Committee (MEPC) work programme in 2008 as a high priority item
(Leaper and Renilson, 2008). The IMO states in their 2010 report (International
Maritime Organization, 2010) that the scientific community should include
measurements of single ship noise profiles and their contribution to wider ocean
ambient noise in a variety of water bodies. Further to this they give “Linkage of
noise measurements (ship and water body) to appropriate tracking mechanisms
e.g., AIS” as a future focus area. The MEPC also notes that quieting a few of
the loudest ships is a conceivable way to reduce the overall contribution of
shipping noise to global ocean noise (International Maritime Organization,
2010). Targets were agreed at an international workshop on shipping noise and
marine mammals (Wright, 2008). The focus of the workshop was to investigate
a way to reduce the contribution of shipping noise to overall ambient noise
levels in the 10-300Hz range by 3 decibel (dB) in 10 years and 10dB in 30 years
relative to current (2012) levels. A reduction in 3 dB represents a halving in the
acoustic power of the sound, while a 10 dB decrease is representative of a 10fold reduction. The frequency range was chosen as it where the majority of
commercial shipping noise falls although vessel noise can and does reach up to
and over 1000 Hz (Figure 1) (Wright, 2008). This project takes on these IMO
recommendations and looks at investigating the SL of individual vessels
travelling through Haro Strait, a channel located at the border between British
Columbia, Canada and Washington state, USA; part of critical habitat for
Southern Resident killer whales (Orcinus orca) (SRKW).

In addition to the IMO guideline, the European Union’s (EU) Marine Strategy
Framework Directive (MSFD) has adopted an indicator for Good Environment
Status (GES) for underwater noise. The directive focuses on noise in the 1/3
octave bands centred at 64 and 125 Hz which were chosen on the
establishment them being “scientifically justifiable signatures of anthropogenic
2

noise that avoids most naturally generated sources” (Tasker et. al., 2010) and
also because these are “noise bands dominated by noise from ships” (Leaper
and Renilson, 2008) in which reduction will be necessary in if EU nations are to
achieve GES.

Identifying the vessel sound levels enables the quantification of the relationship
between ships and the impact that they have on the ocean environment (Hatch
et. al., 2008)

1.2.2 Conservation Implications

Sound underpins the majority of communication in the ocean. When non-natural
sounds are introduced they can impact on the interaction between species and
their environment in several ways discussed here. These are, (1) masking
which is defined as the failure by an individual to identify the occurrence of one
type of stimulus due to the interfering presence of another stimulus (Clark et.
al., 2009) (expanded on further below). (2) Behavioural disruption, such as seen
by Williams et. al., (2006) are disturbances where even if communications
remain unmasked the presence of anthropogenic noise and vessel traffic
disrupts natural behaviours including feeding. (3) Vessel presence has been
show to elicit a stress response in cetacean species. This response was
confirmed by Rolland et. al., (2012) through measurement of stress-related
faecal hormone metabolites (glucocorticoids) in North Atlantic right whales
(Eubalaena glacialis). These glucocorticoids were shown to drop in the weeks
that followed the events of 11th September 2001. During this time, shipping
traffic was significantly decreased and corresponding sound levels drop by 6 dB
in the Bay of Fundy, Canada. Chronic high levels of stress hormones have been
shown to “suppress growth, immune system function and reproduction” (Rolland
et. al., 2012), which would be detrimental to the recovery of vulnerable marine
species.

There are two forms for the release of pollutants into the environment. First is
point-source pollution, which has a discrete discharge point into the
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atmosphere. The second is non-point source or diffuse pollutants that do not
have a clearly defined point of entry for instance agricultural run off. Vessel
noise is a point-source pollutant as it has a clearly defined entry point to the
environment. Point-source pollutants are more easily identified and monitored
due to their singular source. This also makes them easier to mitigate (O’Shea,
2002). Noise unlike other forms of marine pollution, such as acidification and
chemical influx, is not persistent in the environment (Wright, 2008) and ceases
to exist once it’s source is removed. Therefore, as a pollutant it is one that
conservation can actively target and make a significant difference in controlling.
Furthermore by reducing the noise intensity we reduce the cumulative impact of
many different pollutants on marine species (Boyd et. al., 2011).

The major problem with increased anthropogenic noise in the ocean is that it
can lead to the masking of communications. Vessel noise can mask essential
sounds produced by species for communication, breeding feeding and
navigation. Clark et. al., (2009) summaries the different types of affects masking
can have on species in Table 1 reproduced below:
Table 1.1 Matrix listing different types of acoustic spaces that can be affected by noise
masking. NA: not applicable (copied from Table 1 of Clark et. al., 2009)

Receiver

Self

Sound Source
Self
Echolocation:
navigation and
food finding

Conspecific

Communication

Other
species

Detection by
predator

Conspecific
Communication
Eavesdropping, bistatic navigation,
bi-static food
finding
Bi-static food
finding

Other Species
Predator
avoidance, food
finding

Abiotic
Navigation,
food finding

NA

Bi-static
navigation

Eavesdropping

NA

As can be seen (Table 1.1) there are a variety of ways that sound masking can
affect the life processes of ocean dwelling species. Of high importance are
conspecific communications; that is the “distance over which animals must be
able to communicate in order to make effective and/or energetically efficient
choices regarding feeding, mating or other fitness-related activities” (Hatch et.
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al., 2008). Masking of this communication can significantly affect the fitness and
life histories of not only individuals but also populations of species.

Masking of communication can significantly impact the communication of
marine mammal species within range of ships. Interrupting feeding and social
behaviour to the detriment of a species by decreasing the efficiency and time
spent foraging, which may lead to a reduction in energy acquisition. Williams et.
al., (2006) showed a potential 18% decrease in the time devoted to feeding in
the presence of vessels for northern resident killer whales (Orcinus orca)
(NRKW) (Williams et. al., 2006; Williams, Bain, et. al., 2009). However, while
the focus is usually on the effects to marine mammals, the increase of noise in
the ocean from shipping also has significant impact on fish species. On all fish
species that have been tested research has shown that have the capability to
hear. Fish use sound for communication, mating, the perception of their
environment and predator avoidance (Popper, 2003). Like marine mammals,
noise pollution leads to stress, avoidance behaviour as well as masking of
communications. These effects on fish species can also damage their predator
fitness in particular cetaceans, due to avoidance of key feeding grounds after
exposure (Popper, 2003; Popper and Hastings, 2009).

1.3 Aims and objectives

This project aims to calculate the SL of a variety of individual vessels. A
procedure that has been specified by the IMO MEPC (International Maritime
Organization, 2010) programme as a central focus for identifying anthropogenic
contribution to ocean noise.

This study has several objectives:

Ø To see whether opportunistic underwater recordings created for
alternative research can be repurposed for use in the calculation of
essential individual vessel source levels.
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Ø Investigating whether individual vessel noise in Haro Strait is within the
frequency bandwidths, which may negatively impact upon marine
species that utilise sound.

This project aims to achieve this though the merging of two distinct datasets.
The first an AIS dataset containing vessel location information and the second a
collection of nearly 500 hours of hydrophone recordings from critical cetacean
habitat.

6

2.0 Background
2.1 Vessel ocean noise

The ambient noise levels in the ocean have been shown to rise in the last 50
years as a result of an increase in shipping traffic and vessel tonnage. The
contribution of shipping traffic to ambient noise has increased to levels in some
regions that are up to 12 dB above natural background noise (Boyd et. al.,
2011).. The noise produced by vessels is extensive throughout the oceans and
falls predominantly
edominantly at low frequencies less than 300Hz (Merchant et. al., 2012).
However, while predominantly below 300Hz, shipping noise produces
broadband noise with energy reaching well above 1kHz (Erbe and Farmer,
2000). This covers frequencies
fre
that are important for both baleen and
odontocete cetaceans as well as other marine mammal species and fish (Figure
2.1).

Figure 2.1 Bandwidth of sound produced by shipping noise displayed with bandwidth of species
vocalizations (reproduced from Malakoff, (2010)).

In contrast to anthropogenic ocean noise from sources such as seismic guns
and sonar, vessel noise contributes to the overall ambient noise in the ocean
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and can have long reaching chronic effects due to its continuous presence,
especially for low frequency sounds which can propagate over great distances
(Bradley and Stern, 2008; Hatch et. al., 2008)

Noise from vessels is caused primarily by three sources: (1) the propeller, (2)
the machinery or (3) the movement of the hull though the water. However, the
analysis of ship noise has shown that the dominate source of underwater noise
occurs through the propulsion system (Leaper and Renilson, 2008; Hildebrand,
2009). Particularly through propeller cavitation, which occurs through noise
produced when air bubbles that have formed around the propeller blades burst.
In fact the noise produced by cavitation dominates most other noise produced
by vessels and consequently propeller propulsion has been one of the key
focus topics of the MEPC working group. The group noted that work should
concentrate on increasing propeller efficiency which would reduce cavitation
and result in a substantial reduction in vessel noise (Leaper & Renilson, 2008;
Malakoff, 2010; International Maritime Organization, 2010).

With the above in mind there are two ways to tackle the issue of ocean noise. A
habitat approach which would aim to make the environment quieter, such as in
the EU directive, which would focus on the sound in specified frequency bands
(Van der Graaf et. al., 2012). Alternatively, an individual vessel approach that
would aim to identify and focus on the loudest ships and push though change at
the discrete vessel level. The anticipation here is that this can help reduced or
remove

the

biggest

contributors

to

vessel

propagated

ocean

noise.

Consequently reducing vessel noise without requiring an expensive overhaul of
every ocean going vessel.

2.2 Impacts of noise

Anthropogenic noise can have significant detrimental impacts on marine
species which include reduced ability to maintain social group structure,
navigate, find a mate and elude predations (Hatch et. al., 2008). The effects of
noise in the ocean add to an already extensive group of stressors on species
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including chemical pollution, overfishing and climate change. Therefore, as a
stressor that can be controlled and reduced it is a key area of focus for marine
conservation (Lusseau et. al., 2009; Williams, Bain, et. al., 2009; Boyd et. al.,
2011).

2.2.1 Impact for cetaceans

The major risk to cetacean species is that shipping noise primarily occurs
between key communication frequencies (10 to 1000 Hz) which makes it
difficult for individuals and pods to maintain acoustic contact (Hatch et. al.,
2008). There are also extreme consequences from exposure to some ocean
noise sources such as the potential risk of mass stranding from navy sonar
exercises. Stranding’s as a result of naval sonar are not simple to determine,
although the negative consequences are being identified more though
investigation after stranding events (Hildebrand, 2009). A multi species
stranding event during March 2000, of 17 cetaceans in the Bahamas Islands
was determined by a US government investigation (Anonymous, 2001) to be
due to naval sonar exercises being conducted in the region. The occurrence
however of extreme exposures is very rare, especially in comparison the now
pervasive presence of vessel noise in cetacean habitats worldwide (Weilgart,
2007; Holt et. al., 2009).

2.2.2 Southern Resident Killer Whales (Orcinus orca)

Killer whales (Orcinus orca) are one of the most recognisable and cosmopolitan
cetacean species on the planet. The population found in the north-eastern
Pacific Ocean are split into three eco-types. The resident populations which
feed on fish and are very vocal, the transient population which feed on marine
mammals and the off-shore eco-type that are believed to feed be shark feeding
specialists although this has not been categorically determined. Southern
resident killer whales (SRKW) consist of three pods that “reside primarily in
Puget Sound (Washington State), the Strait of Juan de Fuca (between the
United States and Canada), and the Strait of Georgia (British Columbia) during
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the spring, summer, and fall”. The SRKW diet consists primarily of salmon
(Krahn et. al., 2002; Holt, 2008).

Killer whales communicate and hunt using a variety of pulsed calls, clicks and
whistles. Clicks are used primarily for sensing objects such as for foraging and
hunting while whistles are produced as part of social activities. Pulsed calls
have been recorded predominantly during foraging and travelling and are
therefore thought to function in maintaining pod social cohesion. These
vocalisations cover a wide frequency band. Pulsed calls range between 1 to 10
kHz; clicks between 8 to 80 kHz, and whistles over 0.5 to 10.2 kHz (Ford, 1989;
Holt, 2008). With this in mind there is a risk that the primary shipping noise can
affect the lower end of both pulsed calls and whistle communication of SRKW
both important for social and foraging activities (Williams, Bain, et. al., 2002;
Williams, Trites, et. al., 2002; Williams et. al., 2006; Lusseau et. al., 2009). Any
activities that reduce access to food sources need to be further evaluated and
mitigated as prey limitations have be cited as a serious risk factor for the
recovery of resident killer whale populations (Krahn et. al., 2002). Research by
Holt et. al., (2009) showed that SRKW in Puget Sound (MAP) increase the
amplitude of their call signature by 1dB for every 1dB increase in background
noise. The costs of which are not yet fully understood but this could lead to an
unbalanced energy budget where by more energy has to be expended to
compensate for increased ocean noise.

2.2.3 Impact for other key species

Humpback whales (Megaptera novaeangliae) a baleen whales species are
known to travel through Haro Strait. Humpback whales produce several
different types of calls. Moans over 360-1000 Hz, pulsive calls across 25-1800
Hz and the humpback song between 20-8000 Hz (Erbe, 2002)There has been
notably less research focused on the impact of vessel noise on species other
than marine mammals. However, anthropogenic sounds in the ocean do affect
marine species including fish, sea birds and turtles (Popper, 2003; Popper and
Hastings, 2009).The hearing range of fish falls below 1000 Hz, which places
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them predominantly in the range of primary shipping noise (Figure 2.1). This
indicated that fish are at high risk of altered behaviour in response to vessel
noise. Fish use sound in a similar way to marine mammals; to communicate,
find prey, avoid predators and to navigate their environment (Simpson et. al.,
2005). When disturbed by noise fish species have also been shown to be
susceptible to stress, communication masking and avoidance behaviour. In the
long-term these physiological and behavioural alteration can potentially affect
the health of populations, through reduced breeding success due to avoidance
of key breeding ground and chance of survival if their ability to access their
environment is hindered (Popper, 2003) These effects in addition to disrupting
population health, can also have detrimental impacts on the health of their
predator species, through fish avoidance of important feeding grounds and as
such reducing availability of food. This avoidance behaviour can also negatively
influencing commercial fishing following fish moving away from fishing grounds.
The catch rate of rockfish (Sebastes spp.) declined in a hook and line fishery by
52% after loud noise exposure (Engås and Løkkeborg, 2002; Slabbekoorn et.
al., 2010).

Further to the above the preference of a species for a small portion of its critical
habitat over adjacent areas was observed in NRKW (Williams, Lusseau, et. al.,
2009). Across an eight-year study NRKW were observed to have 6.5% of their
population present daily across summer months in and area comprising
~0.001% of their habitat an area of Johnstone Strait, British Columbia, Canada.
This means that through heavy traffic in narrow portions of critical areas, such
as Haro Strait, it is possible that the habitats species, including SRKW, rely on
most are being heavily degraded.

2.2.4 Hearing thresholds

The hearing threshold for a species is the sound level (dB) that will be detected
by an animal 50% of the time and is measured across different frequency bands
(Nedwell et. al., 2004; Holt, 2008). Thresholds measurement experiments are
usually measured in captivity (Szymanski et. al., 1999).
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The hearing threshold for killer whales at 1 kHz requires sounds levels of a
minimum of 105 dB re 1µPa for detection. Killer whales are most sensitive to
sound between the 20-60 kHz range where sound levels need only be between
37-65 dB re 1µPa to be detected (Szymanski et. al., 1999). Studies on
humpback whales have identified them to have the greatest hearing sensitivity
between 120-4000 Hz with the lowest reported behavioural response threshold
being 80-90 dB at 4 kHz (Erbe, 2002).

Fish species have greater sensitivity to sounds at lower frequency bandwidths
than killer whales and other odontocete species but have been show to detect
sounds between 50 to 3000 Hz. Rockfish have shown a behavioural response
to air gun sounds which are produced in frequencies from 20 – 150 Hz though
probably hear over a greater range (Engås and Løkkeborg, 2002). Hearing
experiments have not been conducted on Chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus
tshawytscha) an endangered species found in the same habitat as the SRKA
but they have however been completed on the closely related Atlantic salmon
(Salmo salar) which were found to respond only to sounds below 380 Hz
(Hawkins and Johnstone, 1978). Atlantic salmon were found to have hearing
threshold levels of between 97.5 dB re 1µPaat 110 Hz, to 131.5 dB re 1µPa at
280 Hz (sound notations explained in Section 2.3) (Nedwell et. al., 2004).

2.3 Introduction to sound parameters

2.3.1 Source Level

The vessel source level (SL) is the sound intensity of a ship reported in dB re
1microPascal(µPa) at 1 metre (dB re µPa @1m) from its source. Sound in water
is always reported as dB relative to 1 µPa because decibels are not an absolute
unit and consequently do not have physical dimensions but are actually relative
measures of sound pressure. A distance of 1 m from the source has been
chosen so that comparisons can be made at different times and between
recordings made at difference distances from the source. As most sources of
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sound e.g. propellers are greater than 1 m in size this process condenses them
into a comparable point-source (Erbe, 2010; Slabbekoorn et. al., 2010).

2.3.2 Transmission loss models

Transmission loss takes into account the distance away from the hydrophone –
the range (R) in meters – at which the sound is made and calculates the loss of
sound in dB. There are three transmission loss calculations that aim to
approximate how sound decreases as it propagates away from its source
(DOSITS, 2002a). These are:

1. Spherical

Assumes that sound travels uniformly in all directions. This can be visualised as
the sound moving away in a sphere from its source. Spherical TL is calculated
using:

TL = 20log(R)

[Equation 1]

Spherical TL assumes that the sounds intensity decreases with the inverse
square of the range. McKenna et. al., (2012) used this TL equation to estimate
SL from their recordings.

2. Cylindrical

The cylindrical TL takes into account that sounds in the ocean do not uniformly
propagate away from their point of origin ad infinitum. It sets upper and lower
margins with the sounds spreading over the surface of a cylinder rather than a
sphere. Here TL is calculated by:

TL = 10log(R)

[Equation 2]
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In contrast to the spherical TL, sound intensity is assumed to decrease in
intensity as the inverse first power of its range (DOSITS, 2002a).

3. Empirical

Neither spherical or cylindrical TL equations are perfect and so as a means to
find a middle ground between the two extremes of transmission loss models a
third equation has been proposed:

TL = 15log(R)

[Equation 4]

Veirs and Veirs (pers. comm., 2012) have field tested this TL equation in Haro
Strait though playback of sounds with known source levels and as a result of
this they have found 15log(R) (equation 4) to give the best SL estimate in the
underwater environment. It is also used by Hatch et. al., (2008) in their
Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary (SBNMS) North Atlantic right whale
(Eubalaena glacialis), study where it was chosen as the best equation to model
TL in the native marine environment (Veirs and Veirs, 2006).

2.3.3 The Sonar Equation

The sonar equations states that
Source Level - Transmission Loss = Received Level
OR
SL – TL = RL

[Equation 5]

The vessel RL is measured at the popup. The TL model is used to estimate how
much sound energy is lost between the ship and the popup. To calculate the SL
these two values are added together.

SL = RL + TL

[Equation 6]
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2.4 Use of AIS data

Current IMO guidelines state that Automatic Identification System (AIS)
transmitters have to be fitted to all international ocean-going ships over 300
gross tonnes; cargo ships over 500 gross tonnes for national travel and all
passenger ships. AIS transmitters are Very High Frequency (VHF) and
broadcast to AIS receivers a vessels position, identity and characteristics.
These characteristics include; type, length, speed over ground, cargo and its
Maritime Mobile Service Identity (MMSI) numbers, which are a unique nine digit
identifier for each vessel that are transmitted alongside all other AIS
information. Information is broadcast as often as every 2s (Hatch et. al., 2008).
This makes the AIS tracking transmitter system the most convenient way to
track commercial vessel traffic worldwide.

Several studies have been conducted on vessel noise in particular cetacean
habitats including Megan McKenna (McKenna et. al., 2012), and Leila Hatch
(Hatch et. al., 2008). Both McKenna et. al., (2012) and Hatch et. al., (2008)
looked to identify the SL of vessels travelling past single or multiple hydrophone
arrays.

McKenna et. al., (2012) used their own AIS receiver to obtain information on
ship movements and place and hydrophone in the Santa Barbara Channel to
obtain comprehensive measurements of sound parameters for passing though
the channel. A 54k Gross Tonnage (GT) container ship was identified to have
the highest source levels during transit through the region (188 dB re 1µPa
@1m). The researchers also identified the frequency bands that different vessel
types produced the highest SL in e.g. bulk carriers nearer 100 Hz whereas
container ships and tankers produced their loudest SL principally below 40 Hz.
AIS information was used to find the closest point of approach (CPA) for a
vessel, while each potential recording was manually played back for a human
listener to verify the presence of a single ship.
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Hatch et. al., (2008) used an array of nine hydrophones in the SBNMS located
off the coast of Massachusetts. The acoustic data was matched up to vessels
using the U.S. Coast Guards AIS to identify and track ships travelling through
the sanctuary. The SBNMS is an important feeding ground for the North Atlantic
right whale, fin whale (Balaenoptera physalus) and humpback whale. The nine
recorders enabled the examination of the acoustic levels in areas of the SBNMS
with different levels of vessel traffic and determine that heavily trafficked areas
had up to double the acoustic power than areas with less traffic. The project
aimed to identify the noise produced by individual vessels and vessel-types in
the sanctuary and use these alongside vessel traffic patterns to determine a
noise budget for the marine sanctuary. A noise budget compares the sources of
noise in an underwater environment and is used to characterize the extent of
sounds energy from various sources e.g. whale calls, wind and vessel noise.
(DOSITS, 2002b)

2.5 Study area

Haro Strait is a channel between Vancouver Island, British Columbia and the
San Juan Islands of Washington State, United States of America. Heavy
commercial and recreational traffic travels though the areas for transits to ports
both in the Vancouver area and further north or south, together with for whale
watching activities in the region, which form big business, especially during the
summer months. As a busy but narrow channel large vessel have to travel
though one by one maximising the opportunity that vessels passing by any popup recorders will be alone and generate ideal recordings. (Encyclopœdia
Britannica Online, 2012; R. Williams pers. comm., 2012)
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3.0 Methods
3.1 AIS Data – acquisition and analysis

Many online sources provide live access to AIS data. However the majority of
these sources require a substantial fee to be paid for access to their historical
AIS database from upwards of £7,000 (fleetmon.com, pers comm., 2012;
ORBCOMM, pers comm., 2012).

AIS shipping data was obtained for the month of August 2009 from the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) run www.marinecadastre.gov,
which provides free open source access to AIS data from the Pacific Ocean.
NOAA’s datasets are split by both UTM time zone and month for download.
Haro Strait falls under UTM zone 10, which covers all available AIS information
for the west coast of North America. The month of August 2009 contained over
8 million points. NOAA also provides an add-in for ArcGIS (ESRI, 2010) the
“AIS Arctool” (http://marinecadastre.gov/AIS/default.aspx). This has been
created to allow users to easily complete simple filter and manipulation
processes on the AIS data. These include removing vessels where information,
which requires manual input by ship users, has been incorrectly entered or
presenting ships that meet specific criteria such as speed over ground. The
Arctool was used to clean the ships MMSI to ensure that there were no
incorrect identification numbers in the dataset as these were paramount to
identifying vessels and their characteristics from online ship registers.

The raw AIS data from NOAA does not display latitude or longitude information
for each point in the attribute table. These had to be added using native
geoprocessing arctools (Features > Add XY Coordinates), which identifies and
incorporated coordinate information into the attribute table for each AIS point.
Additionally, the supplied field name for vessel date and time information
(BaseDateTime) of each vessel point had to be substituted into a new column
as the field name contains too many characters resulting in a loss of the time
information during extraction. To address this a new column was created in the
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attribute table with a shorter name and a field type of “date”. Then the attribute
table field calculator was used to update the columns contents so new column
equals the values in the BaseDateTime column. On large amounts of data
these processes needed to run over an 8 to 10 hour period.

Extraction of the full vessel tables to use in external programmes such as
Microsoft Excel (Microsoft, 2011) and Microsoft Access (Microsoft 2010) was
possible but only for zones smaller than the full UTM Zone 10. Data heavy
areas such as this contain over 8 million AIS points which goes significantly
beyond the row limit of these commonly used software programmes. Therefore,
Google Maps was used to identify points that were 20 miles north, south, east
and west of the hydrophone location. These latitude and longitude points were
added as callout points on the AIS map in ArcGIS. All the AIS points in the subsetted area within 20 miles of the pop-up location were selected using the
callout points for reference and then extracted from ArcGIS as a database (.dbf
file). The extracted AIS information was imported into Manifold GIS software
(Manifold 8.0, 2008) as the Manifold query function was used on the data to
identify important points.

In Manifold the area of points around the pop-up

recorder reduced to a 15-mile radius, as noises within this region are likely to be
picked up on the hydrophone (McKenna et. al., 2012) and to ensure that no
boats of interest passing though are overlooked. The data was then again
exported to a dbf file for importation into Excel. Excel Add-in Geofunc.Xla
(Laake, 2002) was used to calculate the distance in nautical miles between the
latitude and longitude locations of vessel AIS points and the pop-up recorder. A
random selection of individual measurements were double checked the against
ArcGIS

measuring

tool

and

online

distance

calculators

(http://www8.nau.edu/cvm/latlongdist.html#formats)

3.2 Acoustic Data Analysis

Acoustic data was obtained from a pop-up hydrophone recorder placed in Haro
Strait, British Columbia, Canada (48.48681, -12319458). Haro Strait is a busy
waterway between Victoria (Vancouver Island) and the San Juan Islands,
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(Washington State, United States of America) though which many commercial
and recreational vessels operate (Figure 3.1).

The pop-ups were deployed by Dr. Rob Williams and Ms Erin Ashe between the
27th July 2009 and the 1st September 2009. They hydrophone covered
frequency bandwidth from 100 Hz to 16kHz but, there was a filter which
removed the upper frequency levels from around 8-10kHz (Williams pers.
comm., 2012). The units recorded in a cycle consisting of 11 minutes on and
49 minutes off to maximise the amount of recordings obtained and the battery
life of the hydrophone. Each recording event was split into three 5-minute Audio
Interchange File Format (AIFF) sound files and saved to a hard-drive. For this
37-day deployment 5,696 recording files were generated.

PAMGUARD Beta v1.11.02 passive acoustic monitoring (PAM) software
(PAMGUARD, 2012) was used to run the beta noise monitor add-in module.
This module measures noise levels in pre-defined frequency bands; in this case
sixteen 1/3 octave and four broadband frequency bands (Table 3.1). The
system was setup to take noise measurements every 3-seconds. PAMGUARD
records all measurements taken to a database file. Microsoft Access databases
were used. For data manipulation and analysis all noise level data was moved
from Microsoft Access to Microsoft Excel (Hatch et. al., 2008).
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Figure 3.1 Map showing the location of Haro Strait and the position of the hydrophone recorder (A)
in the channel (image © GoogleMaps 2012).

Table 3.1 Frequency bands for PAMGUARD noise analysis

Frequency Band

Range

Broadband 112-3548 Hz
Broadband 100 – 3000 Hz
Broadband 100 – 2000 Hz
Broadband 100 – 1000 Hz
1/3 Octave Centred 125 Hz
1/3 Octave Centred 160 Hz
1/3 Octave Centred 200 Hz
1/3 Octave Centred 250 Hz
1/3 Octave Centred 315 Hz
1/3 Octave Centred 400 Hz
1/3 Octave Centred 500 Hz
1/3 Octave Centred 630 Hz
1/3 Octave Centred 800 Hz
1/3 Octave Centred 1000 Hz
1/3 Octave Centred 1250 Hz
1/3 Octave Centred 1600 Hz
1/3 Octave Centred 2000 Hz
1/3 Octave Centred 2500 Hz
1/3 Octave Centred 3150 Hz
1/3 Octave Centred 4000 Hz

112 – 3548 Hz
100 – 3000 Hz
100 – 2000 Hz
100 – 1000 Hz
112 – 141 Hz
141 – 178 Hz
178 – 224 Hz
242 – 282 Hz
282 – 355 Hz
355 – 447 Hz
447 – 562 Hz
562 – 708 Hz
708 – 891 Hz
891 – 1122 Hz
1122 – 1413 Hz
1413 – 1778 Hz
1778 – 2239 Hz
2239 – 2818 Hz
2818 – 3548 Hz
3548 – 4467 Hz
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3.3 Integration of Acoustic and AIS data

The AIS and acoustic data were integrated using the Manifold query function.
Manifold was loaded with the attribute table of AIS points and a table of the start
and end point of each recording made. A query was run to (1) give each
recording file a unique identifying number, (2) add a new column to the table for
recording file number and (3) to identify which vessels were present during
periods when the recorder was on and (4) finally add the specific recording
number to present vessel’s AIS point. If a vessel appeared in no recordings
then the query added a zero (Appendix 1).

The new database of vessel AIS information integrated with the detailed
recording information was imported into ArcGIS to enable the visualisation of
vessels and those with the CPA. The ArcGIS select by attribute query tool was
used to select only those points that had a recording ID that was not zero. This
section of AIS points was then exported to a database file and re-imported for
the final time and organised in ascending order of distance from the popup.

The ideal situation was to have recordings made when only one ship made a
straight-line transit past the hydrophone. ArcGIS map was used to manually
examining the vessel present at each recording starting at the point closest to
the recorder and moving away from the recorder. Each AIS point present in a
recording was selected using the ArcGIS select by attribute query tool. This
produced a map highlighting all the ships present. If another transiting ship was
present within ≤7 nautical miles (nmi) of the popup and closest ship then the
recording was rejected. Having no other vessels within ≤7 nmi was selected
because it is fell within the criteria of >5mni that was used by Marine
Conservation Research, (2011) for recording an ambient noise level. The aim is
to have minimal interference from a recently transiting vessel and should result
in RL containing a reduced effect from any closely transiting ships in the
channel. The process was repeated for vessels within 1.5 nmi of the popup. 1.5
nmi was chosen as the cut off point as is equal to 2.78 kilometres (km) a
distances similar to the 3km between vessel and recorder used by McKenna et.
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al., (2012). These short distances were chosen to minimize the space between
a vessel and the hydrophone to ensure that recordings could be obtained where
a ship raised the RL significantly above ambient levels. If a vessel is too far
from the popup then its noise energy would fail to register a significant rise
above background levels and not be suitable for calculating the vessel’s SL.

Recordings of sufficient quality were individually reviewed. Listening to these
recordings enabled the identification of any anomalous sounds, other vessels
and/or marine mammal calls that would render the recording unacceptable for
noise analysis. For each good quality recording of a vessel found it was
essential to identify a control recording roughly 30-60 minutes prior to the vessel
passage with no ships close to the popup. This control recording is used as a
measure of ambient sound level and used to remove the influence of
background noise on actual vessel noise received by the recorder. A control
recording was selected for each vessel rather than choosing one vessel free
ambient recording for the whole. This was to ensure an accurate value for each
ship noise after the effect of background nose was removed (equation 9,
below).

Finally, each good quality recording and its equivalent ambient

measure was analysed in PAMGUARD.

Information on each vessel analysed was obtained from the Equasis ship
registry and additional online shipping information websites (marinetraffic.com
and fleetmon.com). The AIS points from the NOAA database were only reported
at 1-minute intervals. However, in transit vessels travel a significant distance
over a 1-minute period so in order to examine the vessel noise during transition
past the popup, interpolation (Appendix 2) of the latitude and longitude position
was used to infer the position of each vessel every 3-seconds (matching the
frequency of sound analysis) for the closest two minutes of approach. The
distance to the hydrophone was subsequently calculated for each new position
using the geofunc.xla distance calculator so that a precise CPA in the two
minutes closest to the popup could be calculated from either the AIS points or
the interpolated values.
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3.4 Sound calculations

3.4.1 Working with acoustic measurements

The decibel scale is logarithmic in nature, which means that in order to do
calculations in linear terms each sound level had to be converted back to its
acoustic energy level (Bradley and Stern, 2008; D. Gillespie, pers. comm.,
2012). This is achieved by the following equation:
(sound level/10)

Acoustic Energy = 10^

[Equation 7]

Values can then be converted back from energy values to dB by:

Sound in dB = 10log10(acoustic energy)

[Equation 8]

3.4.2 Calculating source levels

It has to be established that the received level (RL) of noise during a ship’s
passage was louder than the RL during a control period. To do this, statistical
analysis (Paired T-test) was conducted on each RL at the vessels CPA and the
corresponding ambient level for each frequency band analysed. As the noise
level in each frequency band varies it is possible that the noise level only
changes in some frequency bands, while not being significant across the entire
broadband spectrum.

It is not possible for a hydrophone to pick up the sound of the ship exclusive of
the associated background noise levels. Therefore, in order to separate the two
and establish ship noise alone, the ambient noise level has to be subtracted
from the full noise level received at the popup:

Ship Noise + Ambient Level = Level at popup

Therefore:

Ship Noise = Level at popup - Ambient Level

[Equation 9]
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The source level of vessels could then be calculated using the ship noise as a
substitute for RL in the rearranged sonar equation (equation 6).

The TL is a measure used to take account of the loss of sound intensity as it
travels away from its source. The empirical spreading TL model (15log(R)) has
been chosen as the most appropriate for Haro Strait though research by Veirs
and Veirs, (2006; pers. comm., 2012) who have established it to be the best
model for propagation loss in the Haro Strait environment.

Finally, source levels were calculated for each vessel at its CPA and also at 9
additional points during the 10 minutes period of time surround the vessels
approach and departure from its CPA to the popup. All the SLs were used to
calculate an average (±SD) SL for each vessel. These were calculated as
sound power values (watts ±SD) and then converted to an average SL (dB re 1
uPa @ 1m). Due to the Gaussian nature of SD it cannot be converted from the
linear to logarithmic scale without being skewed therefore SL presented in the
more accessible decibel scale do not have equivalent SD values. It has been
chosen to do the calculations of SL average and SD using the power in watts
rather than sound level in dB, as although the majority of publications have
used the sound level (Erbe, pers. comms. 2012) this calculates a value closer to
the SL median rather then average (Van der Graaf et. al., 2012). The most
recent EU MSFD report (Van der Graaf et. al., 2012) recommends using the
sound power for all average calculations as standard, which is the reason it is
used here.
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4.0 Results
4.1 AIS Vessels Data

While the original dataset was extensive, the final sample size was reduced by
the need to meet several criteria for good quality recordings (Acoustical Society
of America, 2009). Over 8 million points were reduced down to 642,409 after
cutting down data to a focus area of 15 km surrounding the pop up. The AIS
and hydrophone recording datasets were merged using a manifold query
function, which identify the vessels present during the 11-minute ‘on’ portion of
the popup recorder’s duty cycle. This reduced the number of AIS points
available further down to 353,606. Within these there were 5,777 AIS points
within 2 nmi (3,704 m) of the popup recorder. However vessels passing close to
the popup were not always alone at the recorder with > 7mni of ship-free water
around it. Only 27 of 5,777 vessels that passed close to the popup were found
to be alone at the recorder. Individual playbacks of these recordings were
analysed and only 10 ships yielded recordings of sufficiently quality over a
vessel transit past the hydrophone recorder. Brevity of recordings that occurred
at the start or end portion of the recording cycle and therefore omitted the
majority of a ships passage past the recorder were rejected. Likewise
recordings that had captured cetacean vocalisations and low quality recordings
where the vessel could not be heard over background noise were also omitted
from further analysis. Vessels approached the popup as close as 0.13 nmi (241
m) however not every one of these featured on a recording, nor did each of the
closest approaches lead to a recording that could be used for SL calculations
due to the presence of additional vessels in close proximity to the target vessel.

The final sample of vessels ranged in length from 30 to 295 m and covered a
large variety of vessel types; tugs, container ships, bulk carriers, fishing vessels,
cargo vessels and chemical/oil products tankers (Table 4.1). Four of the ten
good quality recordings were from container ships.
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Container Ship
Container Ship

CSCL Callao

CMS CGM
Marlin

Frisia Loga

Fenella

ELM Galaxy

477207300 9402627

9330989

9320001

8501581

9331256

235054096

636090930

311098000

372040000

159
141

Chemical/Oil
Products Tanker

208

295

209

Cargo

Container Ship

Tug

Vulcan

-

367001680

30

14.6

13567

15

20

25406

12105

23

54309

19

8

26404

8

13

18.8

9.6

Average Speed
Over Ground
(Knots)

-

Fishing

Knight
Dragon

16848

169

Bulk Carrier

Santa Pacific

-

33662

215

Container Ship

Gross
Tonnage
667

Length
(m)
41

Vessel
Type
Tug

Seaspan
Commodore
Milan
Express

Vessel
Name

316003587

351617000 9225512

310398000 9112296

316004100 7343683

MMSI

IMO
Number

2006

1986

2005

2007

2009

-

-

2000

1996

1974

Year
Built

990.91

987.27

1684.78

729.94

915.19

436.66

272.95

1634.51

928.47

1753.74

CPA
Distance
(m)

31/08/2009

23/08/2009

15/08/2009

14/08/2009

08/08/2009

07/08/2009

07/08/2009

06/08/2009

04/08/2009

01/08/2009

CPA Date
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10:31:27

06:30:36

15:36:36

11:33:03

10:30:24

12:00:36

01:24:39

06:05:36

12:33:30

05:34:57

CPA Time
(h:min:s)

Table 4.1 Information on the 10 vessels with high quality recordings for which RLs were measures and SLs calculated including CPA location,
time and date.

4.2 Acoustic data

Of the 10 ship transits examined, all 10 revealed significant difference between
RL during the transit of a vessel past the popup and ship-free ambient
conditions (paired t-test, p<2.2e-16). This meant that the vessel raised the RL
significantly above background noise and that the vessel RL could be calculated
(equation 9) to account for the confounding effects of background noise on the
recording.

4.3 Received levels

The RL of the 10 ships varied vastly from as low as 114.5 dB and as high as
136.7 dB (2.8*(10^11) watts to 467.7*(10^11) watts (Appendix 3) in the
broadband frequency range of 112-3548 Hz. A portion of the frequency bands
important for killer whales were covered by nine 1/3 octave bands measuring
RL through frequencies from 562 to 4467 Hz. These bands encompass the
lower call frequencies of killer whales pulsed calls and whistles with the upper
limits falling into the bands that are used for killer whale social calls (Ford, 1989;
Holt, 2008; Holt et. al., 2009). The frequency bandwidths that the RL is
measured in also cover a section of the bandwidths that humpback whales
vocalisations. RLs measured between the 100 to 4467 Hz covered by this study
may impact on portion of the bands important for humpback whale moans,
pulsive calls and a small section of song vocalisations (Erbe, 2002). The highest
RL’s in the 10 1/3 octave bandwidth was in the 1600 Hz centred bandwidth with
a RL of 130.3 dB produced by the fishing vessel Knight Dragon. Highlighted
below are the RL that are key to killer whales and also the RL in the 125 Hz 1/3
octave bandwidth, one of the bands that is a key focus of the EU MSFD.

Figures 4.1 through 4.10 show the RL at the popup for each broadband and 1/3
octave bandwidth of each vessel accompanying them is a brief description of
the RL distribution for each vessel in the approach to the receiver and the RL at
the CPA. Each ship did not necessarily produce its highest RL at its CPA the
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possible reasons for this will follow. Table 4.1 gives location, time and date
information for each vessels CPA.

4.3.1 Vessel 1: Seaspan Commodore – Tug

This tug (MMSI: 316004100) showed the lowest RL of all the vessels (Figure
4.1), reaching a peak of 114.7 dB in the 112-3548 HZ broadband frequency
when at its CPA of 1753.74 m away from the popup. In frequency bands of
importance to killer whales the loudest levels received were 105.5 dB at the
CPA in the 1600 Hz centred 1/3 octave. At the 125 Hz 1/3 octave bandwidth the
RL for this tug was 105.8 dB this was the lowest RL out of the 10 vessels in this
bandwidth.

4.3.2 Vessel 2: Milan Express – Container ship

The RL reached a peak of 124.5 dB in the 112-3548 HZ broadband frequency
for this container ship (MMSI 310398000) at its CPA (Figure 4.2). In the 1600
1/3 octave bandwidth there was an increase of 8.1 dB between the furthest
point away of 1963.76 m and the CPA of 928.47 m from 110.4 db to 118.5 dB.
At the 125 Hz 1/3 octave bandwidth the RL was 111.9 dB during the vessels
CPA.
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Figure 4.1 Tug (MMSI:316004100) RL (dB) plotted over time of transit and against distance from
popup (m) across broadband and 1/3 octave frequency bands.

Figure 4.2 Container ship (MMSI: 310398000) RL (dB) plotted over time of transit and against
distance from popup (m) across broadband and 1/3 octave frequency bands.
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4.3.3 Vessel 3: Santa Pacific – Bulk carrier

This bulk carrier (MMSI: 351617000) at its CPA of 1634.5 m had a peak RL of
121.6 dB at the widest (112-3548 Hz) broadband frequency level (Figure 4.3).
On this bulk carrier’s approach there was a large peak in the 112-3548 Hz
broadband bandwidth and the 160 Hz 1/3 octave band at 2156.8 m away from
the popup with increases of 7.8 and 14.4 dB in the RL respectively from when
the vessel was 3803.4 m away. For the 125 Hz 1/3 octave bandwidth the RL
was 109.5 dB at this bulk carriers CPA. At frequencies greater than 500 Hz the
greatest RL was 114 dB at the 1000 Hz 1/3 octave bandwidth.

4.3.4 Vessel 4: Knight Dragon – Fishing vessel

This vessel’s (MMSI: 316003587) CPA was at 272.95 m away from the popup,
at which time its RL was 136.8 dB (Figure 4.4). In comparison to larger vessels
this fishing vessel had high RL compared to the other small vessels (<100m)
with RL in broadband frequencies over 130 dB. The 125 Hz 1/3 octave
bandwidth had a RL of 124.9 dB. The RL at the 1600 1/3 octave bandwidth was
130.3 dB.
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Figure 4.3 Bulk carrier (MMSI: 351617000) RL (dB) plotted over time of transit and against distance
from popup (m) across broadband and 1/3 octave frequency bands.

Figure 4.4 Fishing vessel (MMSI: 316003587) RL (dB) plotted over time of transit and against
distance from popup (m) across broadband and 1/3 octave frequency bands.
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4.3.5 Vessel 5: Vulcan – Tug

The CPA of this tug (MMSI: 367001680) was 436.7 m at which point the RL in
the 112-3548 Hz broadband range was 129.3 dB (Figure 4.5). A large increase
of 8.7 dB occurred from the vessel’s CPA to a point 662.65 m away from the
popup in the 2500 1/3 octave bandwidth there was also a similar increase in the
2000 1/3 octave bandwidth, of 8.4 dB over the same range. In the broadband
112-3548 Hz range there was a slight increase over this same range of 0.4 dB.
At the 125 Hz 1/3 octave bandwidth the RL was 110.2 dB at the CPA. The 1250
1/3 octave frequency range had the highest RL in the killer whale hearing range
of 120.7 dB at the vessel’s CPA.

Figure 4.5 Tug (MMSI: 367001680) RL (dB) plotted over time of transit and against distance from
popup (m) across broadband and 1/3 octave frequency bands.
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4.3.6 Vessel 6: CSCL Callao – Container ship

This container ship’s (MMSI: 477207300) CPA was at 915.19 m with a RL of
131.9 dB at the 112-3548 Hz broadband frequency range which varied from
between 131.9 and 140.2 dB between 915.19 and 2799.91 m away from the
deployed popup (Figure 4.6). Within key frequencies for killer whales the
highest RL was 120.4 dB in the 1600 1/3 octave frequency bandwidth. At the
EU monitored 125 Hz 1/3 octave bandwidth the RL was 123.2 dB.

4.3.7 Vessel 7: CMS CGM Marlin – Container Ship

This vessel (MMSI: 235054096) had its CPA at 729.9 m at which point the RL at
the popup was 129.1 dB in the broadband frequency range (112-3548 Hz)
(Figure 4.7). At the CPA of this container ship a RL of 119.3 dB was recorded in
the 630 1/3 octave bandwidth which is part of the range of frequencies covering
the lower call frequencies of killer whales. At the 125 Hz 1/3 octave bandwidth
the RL was 112.1 dB at the CPA.

Figure 4.6 Container ship (MMSI: 477207300) RL (dB) plotted over time of transit and against
distance from popup (m) across broadband and 1/3 octave frequency bands.
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Figure 4.7 Container ship (MMSI: 235054096) RL (dB) plotted over time of transit and against
distance from popup (m) across broadband and 1/3 octave frequency bands.

4.3.8 Vessel 8: Frisia Loga – Container ship

At this vessel’s (MMSI: 636090930) CPA (1684.8) the broadband (112-3548
Hz) RL was 131.8 dB (Figure 4.8). At this distance it had a 120.9 dB RL in its
1600 1/3 octave bandwidth, which was the highest for this vessel at its CPA in
the frequency ranges of importance to killer whales. The RL CPA in the 125 Hz
1/3 octave bandwidth was 114.2 dB.
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Figure 4.8 Container ship (MMSI: 636090930) RL (dB) plotted over time of transit and against
distance from popup (m) across broadband and 1/3 octave frequency bands.

4.3.9 Vessel 9: Fenella – Cargo

This cargo ship (MMSI: 311098000) had a RL of 121.3 dB at its CPA (987.3 m)
to the popup (Figure 4.9). The highest RL in frequency bands of interest for
killer whales was 115.3 dB recorded in the 1250 1/3 octave frequency
bandwidth. At the 125 Hz 1/3 octave bandwidth had a RL of 107.9 dB at this
vessels CPA.

4.3.10 Vessel 10: ELM Galaxy – Chemical/oil products tanker

The presence of cetacean vocalisation on the hydrophone recording of this
vessel (MMSI: 372040000) after the 01:30:00 mark limited the portion of this
vessel recording that could be utilised for RL information and SL calculations.
The CPA before the vocalisation was used which occurred at 990.9 m away
from the recorder (Figure 4.10). The broadband frequency RL was 132.0 dB.
The RL ranged from 131.9 at CPA to 138.9 dB at 1122.48 m away in this
broadband frequency bandwidth. In frequency bands above 500 Hz the highest
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RL at CPA was 121.3 dB for the 1600 1/3 octave bandwidth. A RL of 118.1 dB
was recorded at the 125 Hz 1/3 octave bandwidth.

Figure 4.9 Cargo ship (MMSI: 311098000) RL (dB) plotted over time of transit and against distance
from popup (m) across broadband and 1/3 octave frequency bands.

4.4 Source level calculations

The RL at the popup was calculated to take into account the level of
background noise in the region. Through these calculations it was possible to
see that even though there was a significant difference between the ambient
levels and RL for each vessel this did not mean that every frequency bandwidth
showed a large rise above background noise for each vessel. This can be
observed where there are blank values in Tables 4.2 to 4.4 (and Appendix 3).
For some vessels, an increase above ambient level occurred only in a selection
of frequency bands where there was an increase in sound power (watts) above
the ambient level so that a vessel RL (equation 9) could be calculated. The
average SL in acoustic power (watts) with standard deviation values was
calculated for each vessel in all frequency bands that had more than one
measure above background noise (Appendix 3). The average sound power
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values were then converted to dB in Tables 4.2 to 4.4 (Single non-average
values marked with a *). For the SL in dB re 1µPa@ 1m no standard deviation
value is recorded, as it cannot be converted to the dB scale, which is
logarithmic and as such the distribution is no longer Gaussian.

Figure 4.10 Chemical/oil products tanker (MMSI: 372040000) RL (dB) plotted over time of transit
and against distance from popup (m) across broadband and 1/3 octave frequency bands.

The nosiest SL in this study was 186.2 dB re 1µPa@ 1m produced by the
(container ship: CSCL Callao (MMSI: 477207300)) at the 100-3000 Hz
broadband frequency bandwidth. The lowest SL in this frequency bandwidth
was 159.1 dB re 1µPa@ 1m (tug: Seaspan Commodore (MMSI: 316004100)).
In the widest broadband bandwidth (121-3548 Hz) the SL ranged between
159.3 dB re 1µPa @ 1m (Seaspan Commodore) and 186.0 dB re 1µPa @ 1m
(CSCL Callao) (Table 4.2). The container ship Frisia Loga also produced the
greatest SL in frequency ranges which are key to killer whale communication
and humpback whale calls – 174.4 dB re 1µPa @ 1m in the 630 Hz 1/3 octave
bandwidth a 31.4 dB difference to the SL of quietest tug (Seaspan Commodore)
(Table 4.3). At higher frequency bands that fall within the social call
communications of killer whale were SL in the 4000 Hz 1/3 octave bandwidth. In
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this 1/3 octave band the chemical/oil products tanker ELM Galaxy had the
greatest SL of 168.6 dB re 1µPa @ 1m while the Seaspan Commodore tug had
the lowest 142.3 dB re 1µPa @ 1m (Table 4.4). One of EU directive focus
bandwidths is covered by this study that is the 125 Hz centred 1/3 octave band.
The greatest SL for a ship within this bandwidth was also a product of CSCL
Callao at 177.0 dB re 1µPa@ 1m and the smallest at 125.8 dB re 1µPa@ 1m
by the tug Seaspan Commodore (Table 4.2).

As vessel length increased from 30 to 295 m the average broadband (112-3548
Hz) SL increased by 10 dB between the smallest and largest vessel. This is a
10-fold increase in acoustic power. Across all vessels that was a just over a 25
dB increase from the lowest to the highest (Figure 4.11; Table 4.2).

Figure 4.11 Average SL (dB re 1µPa@ 1m) in the broadband frequency bandwidth 112-3548 Hz as a
function of ship length (m)
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169.9*
176.6
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168.9
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Note: * Single non-averaged SL estimations
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316004100

MMSI

165.2

154.5

163.2

161.9*

177.0

-

167.4

161.5

158.0

145.8*

125 Hz 1/3
Octave

170.3

150.7

166.7

157.3

176.2

-

168.4

165.4

-

145.6

160 Hz 1/3
Octave

173.5

-

168.7

160.3

174.7

143.4

167.5

162.9

-

138.1

200 Hz 1/3
Octave

171.3

148.9

174.2

165.1*

175.6

150.6*

167.0

163.9

-
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250 Hz 1/3
Octave

Table 4.2 The average SL (dB re 1µpa@ 1m) of each vessel travelling past the hydrophone in Haro Strait. For four broadband bands (112-3548 Hz,
100-3000 Hz, 100-2000 Hz, 100-1000 Hz) and four 1/3 octave bandwidths, centred on 125 Hz (112-141 Hz), 160 Hz (141-178 Hz), 200 Hz (178-224 Hz)
and 250 Hz (224-282 Hz)

315 Hz 1/3
Octave
144.6
163.2
165.9
154.3
175.5
162.8
175.5
152.5
168.2

Vessel
Type

Tug

Container Ship

Bulk Carrier

Fishing

Tug

Container Ship

Container Ship

Container Ship

Cargo

Chemical/Oil Products
Tanker

MMSI

316004100

310398000

351617000

316003587

367001680

477207300

235054096

636090930

311098000

372040000

167.1

151.8

171.5

167.7

176.3

157.8

168.3

168.0

-

143.8

400 Hz 1/3
Octave

166.8

153.5

170.1

167.6

174.7

159.4

168.7

168.1

-

143.3

500 Hz 1/3
Octave

165.7

152.7

174.4

167.3

174.0

159.0

169.0

164.3

-

150.4

630 Hz 1/3
Octave

163.9

153.6

170.0

166.3

173.7

159.0

167.0

163.2

-

149.5

800 Hz 1/3
Octave

166.5

157.0

172.0

163.5

173.0

158.4

165.8

168.1

-

150.6

1000 Hz 1/3
Octave

168.7

160.9

170.0

165.4

172.0

156.9

165.9

165.8

-

150.5
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1250 Hz 1/3
Octave

Table 4. 3 The average SL (dB re 1µpa@ 1m) of each vessel travelling past the hydrophone in Haro Strait. Seven 1/3 octave bandwidths, centred
on 315 Hz (282-355 Hz), 400 Hz (355-477 Hz), 500 Hz(447-562 Hz), 630 Hz (562-708 Hz), 800 Hz (708-891 Hz), 1000 Hz (891-1122 Hz) and 1250 Hz
(112-1413 Hz)

1600 Hz 1/3
Octave
152.1
160.5
163.1
170.0
161.8
173.4
169.8
175.6
160.6
175.5

Vessel
Type

Tug

Container Ship

Bulk Carrier

Fishing

Tug

Container Ship

Container Ship

Container Ship

Cargo

Chemical/Oil Products
Tanker

MMSI

316004100

310398000

351617000

316003587

367001680

477207300

235054096

636090930

311098000

372040000

175.4

159.8

175.8

165.4

170.4

162.8

167.7

164.6

156.6

148.7

2000 Hz 1/3
Octave

171.0

158.7

172.5

163.4

169.0

159.7

163.2

160.4

154.4

141.1

2500 Hz 1/3
Octave

169.0

160.1

171.7

163.4

167.9

148.4

161.3

157.1

154.1

141.1*

3150 1/3
Octave

168.6

158.6

173.5

162.7

167.9

147.0

164.2

155.3

156.6

142.3*

4000 1/3
Octave
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Table 4. 4 The average SL (dB re 1µpa@ 1m) of each vessel travelling past the hydrophone in Haro Strait continued. Five 1/3 octave bandwidths,
centred on 1600 Hz (1413-1778 Hz), 2000 Hz (1778-2239 Hz), 2500 Hz (2239-2818 Hz), 3150 Hz (2818-3548 Hz), and 4000 Hz (3548-4467 Hz).

5.0 Discussion
This research has shown that it is possible to combine an AIS database with
passive acoustic recordings into a viable assessment of vessel SL in a noisy
environment and under actual operating conditions, even if those recordings
were made for use in different research. It also enabled a snapshot look at the
frequency bands of noise being produced by vessels and to evaluate if the
international focus on ocean noise is targeting the right zone. A major
contribution of this research was demonstrating the use of data already
collected and reprocessing it for a new conservation orientated work. The SLs
obtained show the variability of each vessel (Figure 4.11) highlights that there
cannot just be one sweeping policy across the whole of vessel traffic and as
such the important of individual measures of vessels.

5.1 Vessel noise

The significant difference between the ambient measure and the recordings
during the presence of a vessel shows that even in an heavily trafficked
region such as Haro Strait the presence of an individual vessel still makes a
significant impact on the local ocean environment. The vessel RLs at the
hydrophone can be viewed as a reflection of the sound level received by
organisms in the region if they were the same distance away from a vessel as
the vessel was from the popup. In a location like Haro Strait in particular we
know that the region is part of critical habitat for SRKW during the summer
months.

It is expected that as boats approach closer to the hydrophone the RL will
increase. However the CPA did not necessarily produce the highest-amplitude
RL for each vessel. The most probable reason for this would be the angle of
the vessel to the hydrophone. If the vessel approaches the recorder head on,
the bow and body of the ship can block the radiation of noise which reaches
the pop-up (McKenna et. al., 2012; Leaper, pers. comm., 2012). The 2009
report by ANSI/ASA (Acoustical Society of America, 2009) on the underwater
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procedure for measuring ship noise give specifics for measuring vessel noise
including vessel speed, and angle to hydrophone. However, the opportunistic
approach of this study did not allow these idealised approaches to be adopted
and thus the positioning of the vessel may be the reason that RL were lower
at CPA for some vessels.

This study covered a broadband frequency range of 112-3548 Hz and also
took 1/3 octave measurements up to the 4000 Hz bandwidth (3548-4467). No
other currently published study in similar conditions covers frequency bands
this high. However, Veirs and Veirs (pers. comm., 2012) have been studying
and recording vessel traffic in Haro Strait through a series of hydrophone
placed in the channel that do monitor across the same and higher frequency
bandwidths. Their evaluation of SL and TL models in the region enabled this
study to correctly select the 15log(R) TL equation and ascertain that the SL
calculated for the vessels in this research followed their estimations over
hundreds of vessels. The study by McKenna et. al., (2012) went from 20-1000
Hz while Hatch et. al., (2008) covered 10-1000 Hz. Both these studies look at
much lower frequencies that affect baleen whales that communicate at those
levels. In particular, the Hatch et. al., (2008) study zone was the SBNMS an
important breeding ground for the North Atlantic right whale, which
communicate over these lower frequency bands. While this project looked
across a wider frequency bandwidth in which vessel noise may have an
impact on a range of differently communicating species including killer
whales, humpback whales and fish species such as rockfish and salmon.

The SL in this study ranged from between 159.3 – 186.0 re 1µPa@ 1m in
112-3548 Hz broadband for each vessel from the smallest a 30 m fishing
vessel up to a 295 m container ship. However in a similar ship comparison the
SL calculated in this study were slightly lower than those produced by
McKenna et. al., (2012). For container ships, which constituted the majority of
recordings in this study, McKenna et. al.'s (2012) research reported SL’s
between 184.2-188.1 dB re 1µpa@ 1m (frequency band: 20-1000Hz) for six
container ships. This research had four container ships with a wider spread in
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values between 165.6-185.3 dB re 1µPa@ 1m (frequency band: 100-1000
Hz). The difference could be due to this study not measuring the sound
energy between 20-100 Hz that may account for the discrepancies between
vessel SL estimates. This disparity could also be due to a difference in CPA
orientation to popup causing muffling of sounds from the ship bow as their
approach may not have been as parallel to the recorder as in McKenna et.
al.'s, (2012) study where the hydrophone was set up in line with the shipping
route. Hatch et. al., (2008) had 17 sampled vessels of which three were
cargo/container, the SL of these varied between 175-181 dB re 1µPa@ 1m.
However these were over a much-reduced bandwidth of 71-141 Hz.
Nevertheless taking into account the small sample size the spread of my
container ship SL looks to agree with studies on vessel noise conducted in the
Pacific (McKenna et. al., 2012) and in the Atlantic (Hatch et. al., 2008).

The lowest SL calculated across the whole study was for a tug (MMSI
316004100), which had a SL of 141.1 dB re 1µPa@ 1m in the 2500 Hz and
3000 Hz 1/3 octave band which although quieter than the other vessels in the
bandwidth (Table 4.4) still places it above the threshold need for hearing in
killer whales (see section 5.2 below).

5.2 Key frequency bands

Frequency bandwidths of note were the 1250 and 1600 Hz 1/3 octave bands
that saw increases for most vessels on the ships approach to the hydrophone.
These cover the lower range of killer whale and odontocete communications
and thus it is important to note that the large ocean-going vessel in this study
are producing over 100 dB RL ‘s in these frequency bands except for the two
tugs (MMSI: 316004100 and 367001680). Both RLs and SLs broke the
threshold level of hearing for orca at between 1-4 kHz as recorded research
by Szymanski et. al., (1999), the sounds are therefore audible to killer whales.
In addition to this the RL and SL of vessels are noisy enough to elicit a
behavioural response (Williams, Bain, et. al., 2002) and over periods of
repeated disturbance as seen by Williams et. al., (2006) could trigger a
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reduction in the proportion of time spent feeding. Humpback whales a species
that also travels though Haro Strait vocalise and communicate between all the
bandwidths covered (100-4467 Hz). Humpback whales have been shown to
have the greatest hearing sensitivity between 120-4000 Hz. The presence of
vessels has been shown to cause a behavioural response in humpback
whales although more research is needed to understand the consequences of
this (Erbe, 2002). However for busy shipping lanes like Haro Strait and the
SBNMS (Hatch et. al., 2008), the concern is that a large portion of a whales
call repertoire may be masked by chronic ocean noise. The masking may
affecting species communication and social aggregation (Clark et. al., 2009).
On-going research is using the recordings utilised here to quantify the extent
to which shipping noise may mask the ability of fin, humpback and killer
whales to communicate (Williams, pers. comm., 2012).

The key frequency bands for fish cover lower frequency bands than those for
cetaceans. Across the 1/3 octave bandwidths that covered 112 to 355 Hz the
average SL always exceeded the 131.5 dB re 1µPa@ 1m needed to elicit a
response in salmon species at a frequency of 280 Hz (Nedwell et. al., 2004).
The minimum SL for this bandwidth was 138.1 dB re 1µpa@ 1m.

Consequently even though this research has only a ten vessel subset of the
hundreds of vessel that traverse Haro Strait it is key to highlighting that many
vessel SL exceed the hearing thresholds in important frequencies bandwidths
for marine species in Haro Strait.

One of the frequency bands of focus in EU legislation that is covered by this
research is the 125 Hz 1/3 octave band. This band is important for species
communicating in low frequency bands. The target bandwidths of 63 Hz and
125 Hz centred 1/3 octaves have been chosen to give a good indication of
ocean noise and health, with minimal interference from most naturally
generated sources (Tasker et. al., 2010). They do not however allow for
investigation of vessel noise in frequencies important to highly vocal cetacean
species worldwide for which the reduced ability to communicate is detrimental
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to their health and future success. The focus frequencies of the EU MSFD
need to be extended. In these extensions, it will be a crucial to extend
monitoring to higher frequency bands to include the 250 Hz and 315 Hz 1/3
octave bands. In this study, these bands produced high SL especially for
container, cargo and oil/chemical tankers (Table 4.2).

There is missing SL information for three vessels. The container ship MMSI:
310398000, the tug MMSI: 367001680 and the cargo vessel MMSI: 31109800
(Table 4.2 and Table 4.3). The reasons for these are that the RL were not
sufficiently raised above ambient noise levels to enable a SL calculation. The
cause may be again due to the orientation of the vessels reducing the sound
pressure levels in for certain bands or that these particular vessels do not
produce high sound levels in certain 1/3 octave bands. Further measures of
these ships would be required to confirm this however these gaps highlight
how variable individual vessel sound is which supports the IMO approach of
targeting individual vessels to reduce ocean noise (International Maritime
Organization, 2010).

5.3 Project strengths

The major strength of this research project was the ability to bring together
two datasets that were intended for different uses and obtain SL
measurements for 10 different vessels across a variety of vessel classes. In
doing so, the project showed that opportunistic PAM recordings created for
different research, while not completely ideal are an effective and economical
way to obtain RL and SL measurements for a variety of vessels. This study
added to the research on vessel noise in a busy shipping area, and key
endangered species habitat where research has already been looking at the
impact of anthropogenic pollution and stressors on marine species (Williams,
Bain, et. al., 2002; Williams, Trites, et. al., 2002; Williams et. al., 2006;
Lusseau et. al., 2009; Williams, Lusseau, et. al., 2009). The cumulative impact
of multiple anthropogenic stressors including; climate change, chemical
pollutants, ocean acidification and vessel noise is worth more than the sum of
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its parts. When occurring together the total effect of each stressor is difficult to
ascertain. Therefore it is key that the source of these stressors is minimized
where possible, which for vessel noise is a genuine possibility (Erbe, 2010;
Boyd et. al., 2011; Rolland et. al., 2012). This project also utilised NOAA’s
Marine Cadastre open-source AIS data for a new process, therefore
demonstrating its value as an online service that should be continued to
provide data for more years and over greater areas.
5.4 Research limitations

As the research was opportunistically using data there were many limitations
that restricted its reaches. Open-source AIS data is not easily accessible.
NOAA’s Marine Cadastre being a singular source that covers only the North
American adjacent Pacific Ocean for 2009. The size of the AIS and acoustic
data files was huge and required significant refinement across an extensive
processing period. The lengthy data processing period reduced the time spent
on identifying ideal vessels for measurements. The region is inherently very
busy and noisy. Though not controllable this loudness and traffic volume
made finding an ambient recordings with minor interference and no other
vessels within 7nmi difficult. This however is not something that can be helped
in a heavily trafficked shipping route and should just be noted as a limitation in
most shipping lanes worldwide. Further to this, the AIS data reported only
every 1-minute meaning data had to be interpolated between points. Over a
very short distance this, was not detrimental to the measurements but it was
not ideal for accurate global positioning. The short recording time of the dutycycle on the popup also reduced the number of full vessel passes that were
recorded making it challenging to get an assessment of true vessel CPA
rather than the CPA that the recording allowed.

The ISO and ANSI/ASA (Acoustical Society of America, 2009; International
Maritime Organization, 2010; Marine Conservation Research, 2011) both ask
for measures to be repeated and taken on each side of a vessel to get a good
indication of vessel SL. This is not always possible in-situ as measurements
are for the most part opportunistic and therefore vessels cannot be lined up to
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repeatedly travel past a hydrophone at an optimal distance and speed. This
project did however produce an average of SL from each of its 10 vessel’s RL
on approach to its CPA and while the ISO and ANSI/ASA guidelines would
likely give the most accurate idea of ocean noise their cost and feasibility
make them impractical. Rather, the focus should be on producing ocean noise
measures that take into account underestimations. This is a far more
important undertaking as though the impact of vessel noise is significant these
effects can be reduced. New ships can be accurately tested before they are
deployed into the world oceans. The vast number of currently ocean-going
vessels however are not going to be able to be measured in the ideal setting.
By resourcefully taking recordings when vessel move though narrow ports
and channels it is possible to garner an idea of the noise produced. With a
larger sample size research would be able to compare more ships and identify
those vessels that are the noisiest and ought to be examined further to
determine the reason for elevated noise levels.

5.5 Research refinement

If this research were to be conducted again there would be several
refinements to the methods that would improve its reach. Primarily would be
the setting up of an AIS receiver on land close to the hydrophone location to
directly collect AIS data. This would remove dependence on AIS data
collected by external companies or government organisations. McKenna et.
al. (2012) set up their own receiver on the coastline near to the recorder
location, which would be an ideal protocol to follow. AIS transmitters can send
out information up to every two seconds and the recorder could be set to
receive information on this scale with a large hard drive to accommodate the
greater volume of data. This would ensure that ship locations would not have
to be interpolated between AIS points. Further to this, the project could set up
an AIS recorder in a more remote region so that it would be possible to
compare SL recorded in noisy and highly populated regions such as Haro
Strait to those in more remote areas such as further north on the inside
passage of Vancouver Island in sites such as Johnstone Strait and near
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Kitimat, the location of proposed new oil pipeline route and associated oil
tanker traffic. It would be of interest to compare how RL varies between high
and low traffic regions and also measure ocean noise before any dramatic
anthropogenic changes take place. Hatch et. al. (2008) used their array of
nine hydrophones to compare the RL in both high and low trafficked areas of
the SBNMS finding a doubling of acoustic power in heavily transited sections
of the sanctuary.

Regarding the hydrophone setting a new project should have the sensitivity
threshold lower than 100 Hz so as to be able to pick up recording levels that
are important for baleen whale vocalisations. Taking into account the
limitations of hard drive size and power source, it would be ideal to have the
duty on-off cycle set “on” for longer. To allow recordings of a significantly
greater amount of ship traffic in each region. It would also be of interest to
deploy the hydrophone during different seasons in order to build a picture of
the varied contribution of vessels throughout the year. Areas like Haro Strait
have a high number of tourist vessels and pleasure crafts. This concentration
of vessel traffic may reduce during the winter months and it would be of
interest to determine the contribution of different vessels at different points in
the year.

More advanced acoustic modelling techniques could be used to determine
sound propagation and loss in each unique environment taking into account
region depth, water temperature and sea state. This would ensure that SLs
are more accurately calculated to take into account the environment
surrounding a vessel.

Finally with the use of a project organised AIS system and longer on/off
hydrophone duty cycle a greater number and variety of vessels could be
sampled increasing the scope of research and the identification of vessel SLs.
This would enable an increased identification of problem vessels and the
investigation into different vessel class contributions. The identification of
those ships that contribute the most to the ocean noise budget could lead into
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an investigation as to what it is about those vessel that has increased their
SL. This would allow these sources of noise to be analysed and modifications
designed in order to prevented them in the future of vessel building and
retrofitting.

5.6 Management implications

Though the project sample size was small it brought some important
information to the fore. Firstly the EU legislation should focus on other 1/3
octave frequency band that are outside of the 64 Hz and 125 Hz 1/3 octave
bands. While these bands are useful and economical, if their focus is on
whole ocean noise a lot of this noise occurs higher up in the spectrum in the
region of noise that is vital for communications in many ocean species that
need significant attention including endangered cetacean species. If targets
are going to be met to reduce ocean noise by 3 dB in 10 years and 10 dB
over 30 years in the 100-300 Hz bandwidth (Wright, 2008) then a concerted
effort will need to be made to identify vessels creating the loudest
contribution. Then collaborate with the shipping companies and shipbuilders
to repair and retrofit vessels that are to remain ocean-going while striving to
build new quieter vessels that minimise their contribution to the ocean noise
budget (Hatch et. al., 2008; Malakoff, 2010). The monitored frequency
bandwidths will need to be extended to encompass additional 1/3 octave
bands that are important to a wider assemblage of species. In order to reduce
noise contribution across all bands, monitor it across a greater area and
ensure that reductions are of benefit to a wide range of species. As this study
alongside Hatch et. al., (2008) and McKenna et. al., (2012) demonstrates the
majority of vessels noise is concentrated over a much greater bandwidth.

The difficulty in finding ambient control recordings in Haro Strait is an
indication of how noisy the area is. As this area is a part of the critical habitat
for SRKW, a concerted effort needs to be made in the region to reduce noise
pollution. This could be achieved in part by imposing a reduced speed limit
while travelling though the straits. This reduction would need to be balanced
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though so reduced noise levels are not counteracted with increased exposure
time (Crystal et. al., 2011).

Nine of the ten vessels in this study had a recorded length in the online
shipping registry. The length of vessels ranged from 30 to 295 m over which
the broadband frequency SL (112-3548 Hz) increases 10 dB between the
smallest and largest vessels but with increase of nearly 30 dB across the
vessel range (Figure 4.11). The biggest vessel not showing the largest SL
could be due to the acoustic power in this study not measuring frequencies
below 100 Hz where a lot of large vessel noise is registered (McKenna et. al.,
2012). The 10 dB difference alone covers the targets set at the International
Workshop on Shipping Noise and Marine Mammals to reduce ocean noise by
3 dB in 10 years and 10 dB over 30 years in the 100-300 Hz bandwidth
relative to current (2012) levels (Wright, 2008). There is therefore a lot of
scope through the application of engineering and operational measures for
vessel noise reduction across the 10-year 3 dB target to be met. As over just
10 vessels there is at a minimum a 10 dB difference from the smallest to the
largest ship.

5.7 Way forward

The way forward will be to try and ensure that ship RL are measured more
often and as accurately as possible. So as to build up a picture of individual
ship contribution to the ocean noise budget and also to identify those ships
that contribute the most and highlight them for further investigation. The aim
would be to ensure that all ship hardware is in good condition and not
inadvertently contributing louder noise levels.

An ideal situation would be to set up hydrophones in a variety of places where
the route to be navigated is narrow and vessels have to travel through for the
majority of the time in a single file. These including this studies focus location
of Haro Strait and also places like Johnstone Strait in British Columbia and
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the Straits of Gibraltar. At these locations it would be ideal to arrange for
vessels to have their sound levels checked and recorded on a regular basis
during their passage into port (R. Williams, pers. comm., 2012). If possible,
more than one hydrophone should be placed on each side of the channel to
take recordings from both the starboard and port side of the vessel. This
would be easier than making each vessel follow the ANSI/ASA (Acoustical
Society of America, 2009) guidelines and turn around to make two passes of
the hydrophone. These two hydrophones plus a speed restriction though the
narrow channels would enable researchers to build up a bigger, more
accurate and comparable picture of individual ship contribution to ocean
noise. Further to this, would be for each ocean-going vessel to have an
“acoustic passport” that stays with it from the beginning to the end of its
lifespan. Each time the vessel is checked a record is made in this acoustic
passport and as such the acoustic contribution of the vessel can be monitored
over time. Significant increases will be detected early and a cause for the
change can be investigated. Whether the cause is due to propeller damage or
older internal equipment creating greater noise levels, the source can be
identified and fixed. If a ship or fleet continues to report loud SL without
recourse then there could be the potential for the IMO to impose fines. This
would be a penalty on ships that are increasing their contribution to the ocean
noise budget.

5.8 Concluding remarks

The utilisation of opportunistic PAM recordings and open source AIS data
enabled practical and economical method to calculate vessel SLs in important
habitat for a variety of species including the endangered SRKW. Increases in
RL and SL were seen across frequency bands of importance to SRKW,
humpback whales and also for fish species. Such tools could be used in a
combined effort by scientists, vessel owners and ship builders to meet targets
set at the International Workshop on Shipping Noise and Marine Mammals
(Wright, 2008). To reduce the impact on marine species worldwide, including
communication masking and behavioural changes, the frequency bandwidths
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of focus will need to be extended to cover a greater range 1/3 octave bands
that those already under observation. Vessel noise is a threat that can be
reversed and reduced. Contribution to overall ocean noise can be significantly
changed if the problem is approached pragmatically at ports and during
vessel construction. Anthropogenic ocean noise pollution from shipping traffic
can be reduced by monitoring vessels and identifying those that are causing
the greatest disturbance and compelling them to make changes to reduce
sound output. This could help produce at least one conservation success
story in regards to ocean pollution.
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Appendix 1 – Manifold database queries
This query was used to update a column in the AIS data table. It gave each
AIS point the ID of the recording it was part of or a zero if it was not present
during any recordings.

UPDATE [GPS Points Table]
SET [GPS Points Table].[GPSRecID] = (SELECT [Recording Data Table].[ID]
FROM [Recording Data Table]
WHERE

((([Recording

Data

Table].[startdatetime])

<=

[GPS

Points

Table].[dateTime]) AND (([Recording Data Table].[enddatetime])>[GPS Points
Table].[dateTime])));

This query counted the number of different ships within range (15 km) of the
popup during each recording.

SELECT Count([GPS Points Table].MMSI) AS CountOfMMSI, [GPS Points
Table].[GPSRecID] INTO [CountOfShips]
FROM [GPS Points Table]
GROUP BY [GPS Points Table].[GPSRecID];
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Appendix 2 – Vessel position interpolation equation
To interpolate the latitude and longitude of a vessel position over time as it
moves between two know GPS points the following calculations were used.

Latitude_to_Travel = Current_Latitude – Target_Latitude
Longitude_to_Travel = Current_Longitude – Target_Longitude
Time_to_Travel = Time_Of_Arrical – Time_Now

Define number of intermediate points that are required:

Number_Of_Intermediates = X

Then use the following equations to calculate the latitude position, the
longitude position and the time at each intermediate, one at a time.

Latitude_At_Intermediate (n) = Current_Latitude + (1/
Number_Of_Intermediates * Latitude_to_Travel)

Longitude_At_Intermediate (n) = Current_Longitude + (1/
Number_Of_Intermediates * Longitude_to_Travel)

Time_At_Intermediate (n) = Time_Now + (1/ Number_Of_Intermediates *
Time_to_Travel)
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(14.8±7.4)*(10^16)

(2.2±3.1)*(10^16)

(6.1±8.2)*(10^16)

(6.9±2.8)*(10^14)

(1.4±1.3)*(10^16)

(5.1±2.6)*(10^15)

(2.6±1.8)*(10^15)

1.3*(10^14)

3150 1/3 Octave
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(7.2±3.8)*(10^16)

(7.2±3.7)*(10^15)

(2.3±1.3)*(10^17)

(1.9±2.3)*(10^16)

(6.1±7.7)*(10^16)

(5.0±4.2)*(10^14)

(2.6±2.8)*(10^16)

(3.4±2.8)*(10^15)

(4.5±2.2)*(10^15)

1.7*(10^14)

4000 1/3 Octave

The average acoustic power SL (watt) of each vessel travelling past the hydrophone in Haro Strait continued. Six 1/3 octave bandwidths, centred on
1250 Hz (112-1413 Hz) 1600 Hz (1413-1778 Hz), 2000 Hz (1778-2239 Hz), 2500 Hz (2239-2818 Hz), 3150 Hz (2818-3548 Hz), and 4000 Hz (3548-4467 Hz).
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